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TIP SHEETTIP SHEET
MELBOURNE - 11th May 2021

R5 - ROSCOMMON | 20:30 | EUR €25,000 |  IRISH EBF MEDIAN SIRES SERIES MAIDEN

55 COOL AND CLEVER
Was in the market on debut when a fair 3.5 lengths fourth over 1006m at Cork but open to good
improvement. Solid debut and can only progress further.

44 TUMULTUOUS
Missed the frame when making debut over 1207m at Curragh after going forward early. Much
improved and will appreciate the drop in the weights. Rates among the leading chances.

77 PILBARA GOLD
Was thereabouts last time nishing a 13 length fth at Curragh. Down a little in weight and
stretches out in journey this time. Rates an each way hope here.

33 SAY IT SO
Went forward on debut over 1156m at Navan but faded and missed the frame. Further improved
and gets some weight relief this time. Rates well and shapes as one to consider.

11 NEW STAR
Kicked off career and was only moderate when a 11 length ninth over 1156m at Navan.
Moderate debut and can improve with the run under his belt.

R6 - BEVERLEY | 20:45 | GBP £5,500 |  RACING TV NOVICE STAKES (GBB RACE)

55 COME QUICK
Ran on well to nish second place beaten by a nose on debut last start over 1000m at
Pontefract. Battled home well on debut and can feature with a bit of improvement.

44 CAIO SHARK
Made debut at Doncaster and turned in a handy run when 2.75 lengths over 1000m was well-
supported. Went close on debut and looks a major player.

11 ALEEZDANCER
Finished fourth after getting back early and ashing home at this track over 1000m on debut.
Possesses a big finish so watch for him dropping on these late.

66 DANDY DINMONT
Open to much improvement after a fair debut when fth over 1000m at Chantilly. Thereabouts
on debut and is in the mix.

22 BELOVED OF ALL
Starspangledbanner colt from the mare Midnight Oasis who is making debut. Jockey going very
well and worth thought.

R7 - ROSCOMMON | 21:00 | EUR €10,000 |  BOYLE HANDICAP (45-65)

33 BALTINGLASS ABBEY Resumes today after placing three from seven starts in her debut prep. Rates highly today.

66 LORD DUDLEY
Good effort when third at Naas over 1006m last start. Has strong claims in this race based on
latest outing. Worthy of consideration.

11 LUST FOR LIFE
Scored maiden win over 1408m two back at Gowran Park then missed last time at Dundalk All
Weather when seventh. Rates well here and can bounce back.

99 SINCEREST
Missed the frame when resuming from a spell when a 3.5 lengths fourth at Cork. Should strip
much fitter and expected to be in the mix this time.

1212 DESIGNER CAILIN
Six start maiden who was fourth over 1408m at Gowran Park and drops in weight for this. Rates
well on best form and comes into calculations.

R8 - BEVERLEY | 21:15 | GBP £5,527 |  BET WITH THE TOTE SELLING STAKES

22 MO CELITA
In great form with wins at last two runs and looks well placed to make it a hat-trick. Everything
points towards a big run.

55 LEXINGTON BULLET
Looked a run short when a 8 length ninth at Thirsk resuming last start. Should strip much tter
and expected to do better this time.

11 BLUE HERO
Well held last start at Brighton and never looked like troubling the top few. Worth forgiving that
failure – great chance to make amends.

44 KRYSTAL MAZE Could only manage seventh at Catterick last start. Can expect a better run this time out.

33 PETERBUILT
Yet to run a place in all four runs, the latest a 7 length eighth over 1200m at Thirsk. Rates fair but
can with further improvement.
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R9 - ROSCOMMON | 21:30 | EUR €15,500 |  KNOCKCROGHERY HANDICAP

22 STAR OF CASHEL
Handy gelding who has already racked up three wins. Form sound, the latest when 3.5 lengths
third over 1408m at Naas. Has ability and is expected to run well again.

1313 SOARING MONARCH
Finished off last campaign with 6 lengths fourth over 1408m at Curragh. Rates strongly and bold
showing expected.

44 BREAKING STORY
Missed the placings last time over a longer journey when sixth over 1609m at Curragh. Can
improve on last start and looks close on best form.

1616 KODIAC PRINCE
Will strip much fitter for the two runs since a spell, the latest when a 3.5 lengths sixth over 1408m
at Leopardstown. Has the ability and could sneak into the finish.

1212 TEXAS ROCK
Veteran gelding who has been well held at last couple starts, the latest when a 5.5 lengths eighth
over 1408m at Curragh. Rates fairly and don't underestimate.

R10 - BEVERLEY | 21:45 | GBP £6,531 |  ANNIE OXTOBY MEMORIAL HANDICAP

11 SOUL SEEKER
Four-year-old gelding who was a 2.25 lengths winner over 1000m at Hamilton Park last time.
Rates highly and on top record at this trip will go close again.

33 VENTURA FLAME
Was fourth at Hamilton Park last start over 1000m after she came home strongly from last on
the turn and won by a nose this track. Contender.

77 DEBAWTRY
Narrowly beaten when running third at this track last start only beaten a head. In the mix coming
into this start.

99 VAN GERWEN
Improved again to place second at this track last time out over 1000m. Looks suited to contest
the leading chances. Has each way claims here.

66 LADY CELIA
Missed the frame when resuming from a spell when a 5 length fth at Newcastle All Weather.
Rates well and expected to do much better with the run under her belt.

R11 - ROSCOMMON | 22:00 | EUR €21,000 |  IRISH STALLION FARMS EBF MEDIAN AUCTION RACE

33 PORT SUNLIGHT
Fitter and does have a solid second up record. Resumed with a 15 length 14th over 2012m at
Navan. Rates strongly and expected to be further improved.

55 STAR OFFICIAL
Performing well since debut placing two races from three starts and could lose maiden status
this start.

11 MAX MAYHEM
Made steady improvement at second career start, boxing on strongly to nish second over
2048m at Cork. Thereabouts and can feature on best form.

44 SCRUM HALF
Placed one of two career runs, and looks close to break through following a 4 length third over
2505m at Tipperary. Not far away latest and is worth including amongst the chances.

66 VERA VERTO
Scored maiden win over 1929m two back at Gowran Park then missed last time at Navan when
13th. Has ability and among the chances.

R12 - BEVERLEY | 22:15 | GBP £9,439 |  RACING WELFARE SUPPORTING MENTAL HEALTH AWARENESS WEEK HANDICAP

11 POET'S DAWN
Six-year-old gelding who won last time at this distance, winning by 1.3 lengths at this track. Rates
highly and on top record at this trip can run a forward race.

44 MYTHICAL MADNESS
Edging towards a win, the latest when a 5.5 lengths second over 2000m at Redcar. In the money
latest and bold showing expected again.

77 MIDNITE BRIDE
Lightly raced lly and tracking well. Last time recorded a half a length victory over 1450m at Ayr.
Rates well and is among the chances.

55 ZIHAAM
Handy galloper back in winning form last start over 1700m at this track. Back in the winners’ list
and is a definite each way chance.

66 STRONGBOWE
Racing well in its six career starts. Last start posted a 8 length sixth over 1400m at Leicester.
Rates well and is among the chances.
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R13 - ROSCOMMON | 22:30 | EUR €13,500 |  IRISH STALLION FARMS EBF FILLIES MAIDEN

1515 ZERO TURN Resumes today after showing some ability in her debut prep placing once. Could take this.

1212 ME TOO PLEASE
Fitter for two runs back, the latest when 1.5 lengths win over 3410m at Aintree. Rates well here
and ready to show best.

1313 MELLIFEROUS
Performing well since debut placing three races from six starts and could be up to running a big
race here.

1111 LADY GEORGIE
Form since resuming has been disappointing, last start nishing sixth over 2048m at Cork. Has
the ability and expected to do much better.

66 FLORENCE CAMILLE
Made no impression at long odds when resuming at Gowran Park over 1609m. Can do much
better with the run under her belt.

R14 - BEVERLEY | 22:45 | GBP £6,531 |  WELCOMING BACK SPECTATORS ON 26 MAY HANDICAP

22 VILLEURBANNE
Just missed out when beaten half a length second at Redcar over 1620m in latest outing.
Winning chance.

11 KHEZAANA
Showed encouraging signs during rst up run when third at Newcastle All Weather on April 7
over 2040m. Winning chance.

55 WOR WILLIE
Got a fair run last start showing good ability. Up in the weights now but still appeals as well
treated and should take plenty from that run. Contender.

33 SPIRIT OF SISRA
Doesn’t win out of turn and ran below par last time when eighth over 2000m at Windsor and
beaten 9 lengths. Disappointing latest but may bounce back.

77 SPACE KID
Looks close to a win following a 1620m placing at Thirsk where he ran on well for second beaten
1.75 lengths. Overdue for a win and expected to run well.


